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Through my project, *Land/People*, I investigate the decline of family farming and the emotional and spiritual issues that underlie the human relationship to land. The exhibition combines aerial and large-scale panoramic photographs of my family’s farmland in eastern Montana with more intimate images of family members and domestic spaces. Through the use of multiple images, visual grids, and a repeated motif of windows, I tell a complicated story about history and land use, as well as the changing face of American agriculture. The installation is meant to be immersive, inviting viewers to experience this landscape for themselves and to see richness and diversity in a place commonly described as empty.
For non-landbased people, land is an idea. For landbased people (those fortunate enough to maintain their places or unfortunate enough not to be able to leave them), it is the concrete epitome of experienced reality. Land is an amalgam of history, culture, agriculture, community, and religion – incorporating microcosm and macrocosm – the surroundings farther than the eye can see, and the living force of each rock, blade of grass, small animal, or with change. (Lippard, 14)

Until the turn of the 20th century, nearly half of the U.S. work force farmed. Today, less than 2 percent of the U.S. population works in the agriculture industry, and fewer than 20 percent of Americans live in rural areas (National Institute of Food and Agriculture). Those numbers have consistently fallen over the last 100 years, with the result that the average American is increasingly isolated from land. Urban populations consume more food, energy, and goods than rural ones, and citizens in cities can be unaware of their connections to and dependence on the earth for food, water, and energy (Boyle). Even rural residents are often removed from food production as agriculture becomes more mechanized, requiring less human labor but higher inputs of money, fertilizer, and herbicide to produce ever higher yields of commodity crops raised as livestock feed or for fuel rather than food.

My thesis project, Land/People, investigates the decline of family farming and the emotional and spiritual issues that underly the eroding human relationship to land, making larger, universal relationships visible through my family’s and my own experience.

The project combines panoramic and aerial images of my family’s farmland in eastern Montana with intimate photographs of family members and domestic spaces. Many of the images are visibly constructed, using multiple photographs with exposed seams and overlapping
edges to create a sense of multiple perspectives or shifting truths. By using multiple photographs to create a single image, I suggest that no single view is adequate to capture the entirety of this vast landscape and the complex culture that depends on it. Each image can offer only a partial view, one piece of the larger picture. These formal elements also remind the viewer that these photographs are constructed – not transparent or objective, but carefully framed and presented by a particular person with a specific point of view. They deliberately call attention to my own perspective – my view of/movement through/representation of this place from the position of an insider to rural culture, with a deep love and respect for both land and the people who work it.

Large, multi-panel panoramic works like *Pemmican Rocks* and *Swallows in CRP* invite the viewer to have an immersive experience of place, offering a close, detailed view that depicts the richness and diversity of a landscape often described as empty or barren. Aerial views of farm fields, badlands, cattle, wildlife, junk yards and farm buildings reveal traces of the past and present, the land as a palimpsest of human and animal use. Displayed in a large grid, these aerial photographs reference the Jeffersonian grid, a rectangular survey system that was used to understand, map, and market the American West to homesteaders like my ancestors. That framework, formed at first by imaginary lines, has over the last 100 years become real, visible from above as an enormous quilt of square fields and round irrigation pivots. The grid is a visual representation of our culture’s attitude toward land, an attitude of ownership and control imposed both abstractly and physically, through fences, roads, and field boundaries. I worried at first that aerial photographs would say the wrong thing – that they would imply that I had power over the land by viewing it from above. But I found instead that the images give us perspective. They visualize the vast scale of this landscape and the relative tininess of human beings.
Photographs of interior spaces and portraits contrast with the landscape in meaningful ways: in scale, intimacy, and in their sense of time and impermanence. Two triptychs, *Homestead House* and *Kitchen Sink*, echo and amplify each other, speaking of history, “progress,” and the tenuous nature of agriculture in an arid landscape. Both of these images show empty, abandoned structures – one the homestead cabin built by my great grandfather, the other a home my grandparents lived in together for more than 50 years. Together, they speak of our family’s past in this place as well as its future, foreshadowing the time when we too will be gone and my family may no longer farm this land. A recurring motif of windows developed importance in the project, connecting interior to exterior and allowing us to see domestic space and land within the same frame. Viewers are invited to look both into and out of frames that emphasize the relationships between the spaces inside and those outside and to move between those places. Panes of glass again form grids, referencing both the surveyor’s grid and the selective construction of the view.

*House Made by Hand*, a large digitally constructed collage, combines all of these ideas. Individual photographs of waving grasses, sky, and a slowly collapsing house layer to build a complex image of past and present. Movement and color shifts between exposures demonstrate the passage of time and the process of change, circling back to ideas about the partial view. Visually, the piece forms a broken or exploded grid, exposing the dissolution of family farm ownership and deconstructing the historic grid of land ownership.

The framing of these views reflects my personal experience as a woman who grew up on a multi-generational family farm and ranch owned and operated by men, developing a deep love and respect for the land while knowing that I would never inherit it. All of the photographs were taken on my family’s land over the last two years. It is my position as an insider to this culture
that sets my work apart from other art about agriculture. By exploring a single farm and family in depth I intend to tell a complicated and specific story, one that reflects the changing nature of agriculture and critically questions its future. I am creating what may be the last images of a farm in slow decline. Photographs of equipment that no longer functions, homes that no longer house families, and two aging men doing all of the farm work tell the viewer that the farm’s heyday is past. There are no children in my photographs, because there is not a next generation interested in running the farm. The sorrow and grief in those images is contrasted with the magnificence of the sublime, high plains landscape. Vast and open, the prairie is not empty, but is instead what author William Least Heat-Moon calls, “a paradigm of infinity, a clearing full of many things except boundaries, and its power comes from its apparent limitlessness.” (82)

The project has given me a unique opportunity to come to terms with my role within the family and my personal obligation to the farm. It has become an elegy for all that we are about to lose and a meaningful celebration of the place we have had the good fortune to call home.

Some important influences on my work include the Farm Security Administration photographs of Dorothea Lange, Terry Evans’ Inhabited Prairie and collages by David Hockney. The biggest influence on this project has been the book, PrairyErth: A Deep Map by William Least Heat-Moon. Heat-Moon explicitly used the structure of the Jeffersonian grid of land surveys and ownership to structure his multi-layered approach, exploring the land of Chase County, Kansas one grid section at a time. I have often felt as he did, beginning that project:

For thirty months, maybe more, I’ve come and gone here and have found stories to tell, but, until last week, I had not discovered the way to tell them. My searches and researches, like my days, grew more randomly than otherwise, and and every form I tried contorted them, and each time I began to press things into cohesion, I
edged not so much toward fiction as toward distortion…. I went off upcounty
with a tool kit not of shovels and trowels but of imaginary lines and questions and
loomings and the archaeologist’s perpetual unease that time is running out before
the obliteraion hits. (Heat-Moon, 14-16)

Combining personal narrative, history, ecology, and economics, and speakers from a multitude of
perspectives, he created a document that contains a wealth of information about a place and the
people who live in it, through time and in context. I hope that Land/People works similarly,
combining different views, styles, and perspectives to convey a deep experience of place.
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